DEAR SIG MEMBERS

We hope this newsletter finds you well in these uncertain times. It is hard to believe that the annual AARE conference was only six months ago.

This year we won't be meeting in person for the AARE conference! We take the opportunity here to the SIG members some research publication updates and an announcement.

From Sociology of Education
SIG Conveners

ANNOUNCEMENT

We are glad to announce that the AARE Sociology of Education SIG has two new members: Sam Schulz and Stephen Kelly who have joined Babak Dadvand and Garth Stahl in the co-convener capacity.
RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Highlights from Australian Educational Researcher

We would like to highlight some recent articles in the Australian Educational Researcher which may be of interest to our community. This is not exhaustive and we encourage you to take a closer look!

1. Families and educators in remote Queensland: sense of place in the delivery of a remote kindergarten program by Sue Dockett and Bob Perry

2. Context matters: take up of Respectful Relationships Education in two primary schools by Amanda Keddie and Debbie Ollis

3. Exploring the notion of ‘group’ in Chinese children’s learning: a tripartite focus by Karen Guo, Andrea Norlan, Wanying Huang

GET IN TOUCH!

Any news items and announcements that might be of interest to the SIG?

We are happy to consider your input (including recent publications, news and announcements) into the upcoming SIG newsletters.

We encourage all Sociology of Education SIG members to get in touch directly via our Twitter account.

Our next newsletter will be out in October 2020!

Follow us on Twitter: @AARE_Socio_Ed

Memories from #AARE2019